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Britain has maintained wholehearted support for the ruthless Saudi-led 
coalition in its war on one of the poorest countries on earth, Yemen, 
since it began in 2015.

Since then, the situation in Yemen has been described by several NGO’s 
as “the world’s worst humanitarian crisis” and the UN estimates that 
377,000 war related deaths have occurred. Of these, around 60% are due 
to the indirect effects arising from the economic and social collapse of the 
country. Most deaths are among children under the age of five, with one 
dying every nine minutes.

According to UNICEF figures, over half of the population, 16.2 million 
people, face acute hunger. 400,000 children under the age of five have 
serious acute malnutrition.

Since the Saudi bombardment began, the British government has done all 
it can to enable the Saudi offensive, including the sale of over £20 billion 
worth of military equipment and services. UK produced equipment used 
in the war includes Typhoon aircraft, Paveway bombs and Brimstone 
missiles.

Such weapons have been used in numerous attacks on civilians in the 
country which have included attacks on weddings, funerals and hospitals. 
Despite this, consecutive Tory administrations have continued to license 
billions of pounds worth of them to Mohammad bin Salman’s regime with 
barely a shred of criticism for his indiscriminate attacks.

The British government and closely related arms companies, such as BAE 
Systems, bear a huge share of the responsibility for this suffering. In fact, in 
2019 a BAE employee told a Channel 4 Dispatches documentary that “if we 
weren’t there, in seven to 14 days there wouldn’t be a jet in the sky.”

If the British government truly cared for peace and human rights, they 
would have nothing to do with the vicious bombarding of poor, innocent 
people in Yemen. Instead, their unwavering support for it exposes the deep 
hypocrisy entrenched in British foreign policy.

Join Stop the War’s campaign for an independent 
foreign policy based on co-operation and 
diplomacy rather than the ‘bomb first, talk later’ 
approach of successive governments.


